Director of 3 Award-winning documentaries
at 14 years old, Kids Can Save The Planet

Award winning Director, Producer, and
Cinematographer, RiverBlue
This FREE, one day summit, will provide an
opportunity for students to learn about
environmental issues that affect their homes,
schools, and communities…and how they can
make a difference.

EDUCATIONAL EXHIBITS
HANDS-ON ACTIVITIES
STUDENT SPEAKER PANEL
INCLUDES FREE LUNCH

Open to all middle, junior and high school
students in Yakima County. Teachers and staff
are encouraged to attend.
Sponsored by
Yakima County Public Services
Solid Waste Division

Pre-registration required.
Register online or at 509-574-2450.

YakimaRecycles.com

Dylan D’Haeze, Director, Kids Can Save The Planet
At the age of 13, Dylan D’Haeze had a simple question: What happens when we throw
plastic away? The more he learned, the more he realized how big the problem is-and the
more it scared him. But rather than be afraid, he decided to do something about it. That
was the beginning of the Kids Can Save The Planet documentary series: issues that face
our planet—from a kid’s perspective! Dylan will share how he created his three awardwinning documentaries about zero waste, sustainability and climate change.
Everything Connects explores how communities can develop zero waste strategies, and
looks at building a sustainable lifestyle for today, and for future generations. Once you
watch this documentary, you'll gain a better understanding about how everything we do
affects the planet. And how the actions of others are affecting your life.

Passionate Producer and Director
Roger Williams is an award winning producer, director and cinematographer who has
worked for some of the world’s most respected broadcasters and studios around the
world. He has not only produced entertaining and enlightening programming, he has also
created Inspired Image Picture Company, one of the largest rental and production service
companies in Canada. As a cinematographer, he continues to shoot some of the
industries most compelling images.

RIVERBLUE Can fashion save the planet? Through awareness, we evolve.
Following international river conservationist, Mark Angelo, RIVERBLUE spans the globe
to infiltrate one of the world’s most pollutive industries, fashion. Narrated by clean
water supporter Jason Priestley, this groundbreaking documentary examines the
destruction of our rivers, its effect on humanity, and the solutions that inspire hope for a sustainable future. Through harsh
chemical manufacturing processes and the irresponsible disposal of toxic chemical waste, one of our favorite iconic
products has destroyed rivers and impacted the lives of people who count on these waterways for their survival.
RIVERBLUE brings awareness to the destruction of some of the world’s most vital rivers through the manufacturing of our
clothing, but will also act as a demand for significant change in the textile industry from the top fashion brands that can
make a difference. Help propel positive change and protect the world’s rivers.

